
MY HIDDEN 751 
Chapter 751: Ling Yan’s Situation 3 

Ling Yan had been in despair, but after that man’s advice, she felt that she still had a chance of survival. 

She met her mother Ji Fang at home and said, as she was packing, “Mom, I am going back to the Gu 

Family.” 

“You’re going home?” Ji Fang grabbed her hands as she was packing. “What if Gu Siting gets suspicious 

because we are going home? Also, the man Gu Siting wants to meet might appear at any moment. Let’s 

just run away and find a new identity somewhere else...” 

“Escape?” Ling Yan laughed at her and said, “What is the point of running away? If the Gu Family and 

Cayman Dorrans want to find us, it is useless no matter where we run.” 

Since she could not escape either way, she might as well take the risk. 

“Then what can you do if you go home?” Ji Fang asked. 

Ling Yan looked sinister. “If I go back and take the Nine-Eyed Pearl, that person will not be able to tell Gu 

Siting anything about Gu Weiwei.” 

“That is too dangerous.” Ji Fang objected. 

When Cayman Dorrans wanted to take away Gu Weiwei’s body, Gu Siting objected with all his might. 

If she went back to touch this Heavenly Jewel and Gu Siting found out about it, she would never be able 

to return. 

“If we don’t fight now, we will die,” Ling Yan said and continued to pack her things. 

“Yanyan, maybe it is not as bad as we think. The Nine-Eyed Pearl is not that amazing, and Mu Weiwei’s 

movie is just a coincidence.” Ji Fang consoled herself. 

If everything was not as bad as they had thought, Gu Siting would be even more suspicious if she 

touched the Nine-Eyed Pearl. 

“Mom, don’t worry about it,” Ling Yan said resolutely. 

One or two incidents could be considered a coincidence, but there were too many coincidences 

involving Mu Weiwei, and unusual coincidences... were usually something else. 

She had nowhere else to go anyway. If she succeeded, she would have a chance of survival, but if she 

failed, she would die anyways. 

Ji Fang could not persuade her, so she had to send her home herself. 

Since Ling Yan was working in a foreign land, it was already evening when they returned to the Gu 

Family, after they returned to the capital of A Land. 

Gu Siting did not show any surprise at her arrival. 



“What are you doing here so late at night?” 

“Have we not seen each other for a long time?” Ling Yan smiled calmly. 

Gu Siting sized up this skinny and haggard woman. If she had not shown up in front of him, he would 

have forgotten that he even had a fiancée. 

He stayed silent for a while and then said to the butler, “Arrange a place for them to stay and then send 

them home tomorrow.” 

“Brother Siting, can I... stay here for a while?” Ling Yan asked when she heard that they were going to be 

sent home tomorrow. 

She would not make it in time if she only managed to stay for one night. 

Gu Siting threw a displeased look at the woman who made the request. “I am very busy these days.” 

“Brother Siting, I have been too busy with work these days and I haven’t had any time to see you. Can’t 

you let me stay here for a few days?” Ling Yan pleaded with a gentle voice. 

Gu Siting said impatiently, “Whatever you want.” 

Anyways, he did not come home often these days. 

Having said these words, he went straight to his bedroom, leaving the butler and the servant to greet 

Ling Yan and her mother. 

Seeing him going upstairs, Ling Yan glanced at the secret door leading to the cellar. 

Although she was going to steal the Nine-Eyed Pearl, it would be best if she was not suspected. Stealing 

it would take time and a perfect opportunity. 

Chapter 752: Unexpected Child 

Although Gu Siting did not seem to welcome Ling Yan and her mother, he still asked them to stay at the 

Gu Family’s mansion for the time being. 

He was busy with work at the company and he went out early every day. Sometimes, he would not be 

home for the night and even if he did come home, it would be at midnight. 

Therefore, he wasn’t there to observe her actions. 

This would make Ling Yan’s plan easier. 

Instead of going to the cellar, she stayed and observed for two days. 

However, when she did finally go to the cellar, she found that the crystal coffin where Gu Weiwei’s body 

was placed had been sealed. Although she could still see everything inside the coffin, she could not 

touch the Nine-Eyed Pearl. 

She searched around the coffin for a long time but failed to open it. In the end, she realised that a 

special device had locked it. 

Helpless, she could only wait until Gu Siting came home to ask him about it. 



“Brother Siting, I visited Weiwei today, why is her coffin locked?” She asked in a seemingly casual tone, 

as she observed Gu Siting’s expression. 

He had left the coffin in the cellar the whole time unlocked, but now it was locked. Could he have 

sensed something? 

“I don’t want the Dorrans Family to take her away.” Gu Siting buried himself in his food and said 

straightforwardly, “Also, the owner of the Nine-Eyed Pearl is about to appear, nothing must happen to 

her.” 

Ling Yan bit her lips and said sadly, “Then how should I open it? I want to see her.” 

“You can still see her even if you don’t open it,” Gu Siting said and looked up at her. “And you better not 

go in there again.” 

“Why?” Ling Yan asked. 

“No reason. If there is nothing else, you can go back to the Ling Family as quickly as possible.” Gu Siting 

once again asked them to leave. 

Since the master of the Nine-Eyed Pearl was coming, he did not want to be disturbed by anyone else. 

Seeing that the atmosphere was not good, Ji Fang tried to persuade him with a smile. 

“Siting, Yanyan has been so busy with the promotional event that she has not been home for a long 

time. She came to the Gu Family because she wanted to see you. After all, you two are engaged and it is 

not right for you to be unable to see each other for such a long time.” 

Could it be that because of the possibility of learning Gu Weiwei’s news, he had started to ignore 

Yanyan? 

“If that is a problem, the engagement can be annulled,” Gu Siting said coldly. 

“Brother Siting!” Ling Yan had not expected that he would propose to cancel the engagement. 

Ji Fang was anxious too. 

“Siting, everyone knows that you two are engaged and Yanyan was pregnant with your child. What are 

you going to do about her future?” 

“The Gu Family will continue to provide you with excellent work and living conditions. As for that child, it 

was an accident,” Gu Siting said. 

If he had not drunk too much and mistaken Ling Yan for Weiwei, he would not have had s*x with her. 

Ling Yan’s hands that were holding the knife and fork shook. At that time, she knew that he and Gu 

Weiwei had a misunderstanding and conflict, and she also knew that he had drunk a lot that day, so she 

texted him to meet up with her. 

He thought that he had slept with Gu Weiwei and got her pregnant with the child. 

He had been hiding the truth from Gu Weiwei, and because Ling Yan was sick she aborted the child. 



After that, he tried his best to treat her well and take care of her. 

She had thought that even if he did not like Gu Weiwei that much, he still liked her. 

In the end, it was just an attempt by him to move his feelings away from Gu Weiwei, but he still could 

not let her go. 

Even if Gu Weiwei was dead, even if she was the one next to him, he would never forget her. 

Chapter 753: Gu Siting 

After a long silence, she asked, “Why, because... you are about to get news of Gu Weiwei, so... my 

existence is in the way?” 

Gu Siting threw a cold look at this pitiful woman and said, “The Gu Family provided you and the Ling 

Family with a heart, isn’t that enough?” 

“Brother Siting, that is not what I want. I want to be with you...” Ling Yan said between sobs. 

In order to survive and stay by his side, she had tried so hard but in the end, he still wanted to break off 

the engagement with her. 

Gu Siting looked cold and thoughtful. “Even if you have her heart transplanted inside of you, even if you 

wear her clothes and behave like her, you are not her.” 

At first, when she had her heart transplant, she behaved like Weiwei. 

He was wondering if she had Weiwei within her because of the Nine-Eyed Pearl and the heart 

transplant. 

But then he realized that she had acted like Weiwei just to please him. 

Because of his father’s death, he had thought that he could fall for her and forget about Weiwei, who 

had killed his father. 

But as Weiwei died, the pain of missing her invaded his heart... 

Therefore, when he found out that the Nine-Eyed Pearl could save a person’s soul, he was willing to give 

it a try. 

He could not wait for that master of the Heavenly Jewel to show up and tell him about her, but he was 

also afraid that that person would not show up and make a joke out of everything. 

As the appointed date approached, his waiting became more and more painful. 

“But she is already dead. Even if that person can tell you about her, she will not be able to come back,” 

Ling Yan said with tears. 

She tried so hard to please him, but he still could not forget Gu Weiwei who was already dead. 

Seeing her crying, Gu Siting said calmly, “As long as we find her, she will definitely return and everything 

will return to how it was before.” 



If he had known that he would not be able to let her go, if he had known that he would suffer so much 

after she died... 

Even if he had known about his father’s death, he should not have distanced himself from her or even 

sent her out of the Gu Family. 

If that was the case, she would not have followed Yuan Shuo and his men everywhere, and she would 

not have wanted to find her real father so much that she lost her life in the assassination attempt... 

Seeing Gu Siting who looked as if he had been possessed, Ling Yan sank into despair. 

At the dining table, the atmosphere was so heavy that no one made a sound. 

It was not until Kuroda Shio came back from the outside and said, as he stood in the dining room, 

“President Gu, Mu Weiwei was attacked in Stockholm. On the surface it seems that Li Xing’er was the 

one who hired the killer, but when looking deeper, it seems that someone was trying to use them to hire 

the killer.” 

Hearing them talking about Mu Weiwei’s attack, Ling Yan’s hands shivered out of guilt and the knife fell 

onto the plate, making a piercing sound. 

“Why are you investigating Mu Weiwei?” 

Without responding to her question, Kuroda Shio said, “I heard that it was a man, who provided Miss 

Weiwei’s real identity to the Anderson Family, so it might not have been Yuan Meng. According to this 

information, Mu Weiwei was attacked in Stockholm recently...” 

Ling Yan pursed her lips and her palms were sweating. 

If they were investigating that person, would they find out that she was in touch with that person? 

Chapter 754: Mu Weiwei 

Ji Fang put down the cutlery and forced a smile. 

“She must have found out that Yuan Meng is from the Anderson Family and she even approached the 

Yuan Family. Why would anyone else do such a thing?” 

They had found out that it was a man who provided Gu Weiwei’s identity to the Anderson Family, and it 

was Yanyan who provided the man with Gu Weiwei’s DNA, so that he could confirm that she was related 

to Cayman Dorrans. 

If they found that person, then Yanyan and herself would be in danger too. 

Kuroda Shio smiled and said, “I had arranged for someone to keep an eye on Yuan Meng, who had 

returned to the Anderson Family, but I accidentally found out that it was a man who provided the 

information, after one of Anderson’s trusted aides got drunk. Yuan Meng had been lying to them and 

did not give them any information.” 

Gu Siting put down the tableware, stood up and said, “Let’s talk in the study.” 



Seeing him and Kuroda Shio going upstairs, Ling Yan exchanged a look with her mother and felt even 

more nervous. 

“Did they find something?” Ji Fang whispered when she saw that no one was around. 

Ling Yan thought for a while and shook her head. 

“I don’t think so. If it had found out, Kuroda would not have reacted that way.” 

If it was so easy to find that man, Cayman Dorrans would not have failed to find him after such a long 

time. 

Kuroda Shio followed Gu Siting upstairs and closed the door of the study. 

Gu Siting sat down, lit a cigarette and asked, “What is Fu Hanzheng investigating in Stockholm?” 

“None of their men survived, so the basic clues have been cut off.” Kuroda Shio reported the 

information he had just confirmed. 

“Are you sure that the person who provided the information to the Anderson Family, is the same person 

who hired the Li Family to kill someone?” Gu Siting asked. 

Kuroda Shio thought for a while and cautiously said, “I can’t be completely sure, because I can’t confirm 

the identity of that person yet. I only found a mixed ethnicity woman named He Linna. She is involved in 

both of these things, but there must be someone behind her back.” 

Gu Siting tapped the cigarette, looking elegant. 

“If they are targeting Weiwei because of Cayman Dorrans, why are they targeting Mu Weiwei?” 

“Could it be because of Fu Hanzheng?” Kuroda Shio asked. 

The Fu’s Enterprise was very popular and it was inevitable that there would be enemies. 

If those people could not do anything to Fu Hanzheng, they would do something to his fiancée Mu 

Weiwei. 

“What about He Linna? Any news?” Gu Siting asked directly, not bothering to ask about the Fu Family. 

Kuroda Shio shook his head. “We only found that she was bailed out of Hua Land, then she snuck out of 

the country and disappeared.” 

“Find her,” Gu Siting said and extinguished the cigarette. 

“I have arranged for someone to look for her. Should we inform Dorrans’s men?” Kuroda Shio asked. 

Gu Siting thought for a while and said, “Let’s wait for the result.” 

Kuroda Shio replied, “Yes.” 

“Kuroda, if the person who provided Weiwei’s identity to the Anderson Family is not Yuan Meng but 

someone else, how did that person know about it?” Gu Siting thought with a frown. 



Even Kuroda Shio, who had been in the Gu Family for years, only knew about Weiwei’s real identity after 

she died. 

Before that, apart from grandpa and mother, even Weiwei herself did not know about it. 

How did an outsider know about it? They had kept the information about Weiwei’s adoption flawless 

and no one had ever seen through it. 

Even if the Gu Family and Dorrans Family had been cooperating, they had been cooperating in a very 

formal way. There was nothing suspicious about it. 

Chapter 755: Anthony Gustav 

Kuroda Shio stayed silent for a while and said, “Maybe it was Yuan Meng who revealed it.” 

She had approached Miss Weiwei and the Yuan Family for a purpose, and she was the only one who 

could find out about it. 

“If it was her, she could have just reported it to the Anderson Family, why did she have to go through so 

much trouble?” Gu Siting frowned and shook his head. He had a feeling that there was something 

important that they had overlooked. 

Kuroda Shio thought for a while and said, “Maybe she did it for Yuan Shuo, so that Yuan Shuo would not 

suspect her, so she gave the Anderson Family a message through someone else. After Miss Weiwei’s 

accident, she did not return to the Anderson Family but fled to Hua Land with Yuan Shuo. It seems that 

she really cares about this man.” 

Gu Siting pursed his lips – it was not impossible. 

In order not to make Yuan Shuo suspect her, Yuan Meng made a detour and provided the information to 

the Anderson Family through someone else. 

But that did not make any sense. 

Yuan Meng and the Anderson Family did not have much conflict with the Fu Family, unless it was the 

intention of the person who provided the information to Anderson. 

Since they had not caught her, they had no evidence, so everything could only be speculated. 

“You must follow up on this matter and find out who the mastermind is.” 

“But what is strange is that Fu Hanzheng has yet to find out anything about He Linna,” Kuroda Shio said 

curiously. 

It was impossible that the Fu Family’s information network did not notice this. 

Gu Siting said, “Oh?” 

“But Mu Weiwei seems to know about He Linna herself. She tried to find the Li Family, but she did not 

want Fu Hanzheng to know. That is so weird,” Kuroda Shio mumbled. 

Gu Siting massaged his eyebrows and sighed. 



“Don’t worry about it, you’ve already asked someone to find out for you.” 

He was waiting for the owner of the Nine-Eyed Pearl to tell him about Weiwei, so that he would not be 

disturbed by a Mu Weiwei who resembled her. 

What was more, she was Fu Hanzheng’s woman. 

Seeing his expression, Kuroda Shio realized that he had said something wrong. 

“Yes, I will inform you immediately.” 

The Gu Family was looking for He Linna, and Gu Weiwei and Yuan Meng were also looking for this 

person, but they found nothing. 

Gu Weiwei did not know what to do after she received Yuan Meng’s call and realized that she had not 

found her. 

An unknown caller called her and she thought that it was about the New York Film Festival, so she 

answered the call. 

However, it was Anthony Gustav who had called. 

“Hello, my dear Weiwei, you are finally answering my call.” 

He had called her before and after that, but she would not answer and blocked any calls from Sweden. 

Luckily, he used a new number in another country, so she answered the call. 

Hearing that it was him, Gu Weiwei was about to hang up. 

“Weiwei, trust me, you will regret it if you hang up.” Anthony Gustav seemed to have expected that she 

was going to hang up the phone, so he spoke quickly. 

Gu Weiwei sneered. “It seems that your lesson in Hua Land was not enough?” 

She had thought that he would stop after being punished by Fu Hanzheng, but he still dared to call her. 

Anthony Gustav knew that she was referring to his escape back home because of Fu Hanzheng. “Sorry, I 

am not a person who gives up easily.” 

“Then I have nothing to say to you,” Gu Weiwei said and was about to hang up but Anthony Gustav said 

a name, “He Linna. Are you looking for a woman named He Linna?” 

Chapter 756: Condition 

Hearing the name, Gu Weiwei gritted her teeth and did not hang up. 

“How did you know?” 

She had even hidden it from Fu Hanzheng, so how did this spoiled brat know about it? 

“I am a member of the royal family and I happen to have a close relationship with the other royal 

families in Europe. Of course it is easy to know.” 



Gu Weiwei did not want to beat around the bush with him, so she said straightforwardly, “So what if 

you know that I am looking for her?” 

Anthony Gustav smiled and said, “You are looking for her, but you don’t want Fu Hanzheng to find her 

for you. That means that you don’t love him completely, so... I still have a chance, right?” 

“...” Gu Weiwei gritted her teeth. His weird logic and confidence were terrifying. 

Hearing her silence, Anthony Gustav thought that he had hit the nail on the head, so he continued 

speaking, “Weiwei, you can tell me if Fu Hanzheng is forcing you to marry him. As long as you are willing, 

I can help you get out of your misery.” 

“I would rather drown in the bitterness you speak of.” Gu Weiwei snorted. 

Anthony Gustav said seriously, “Weiwei, I mean it. Maybe I was not serious enough before, so I changed 

for you when I came home. I want to be the one who saves you.” 

Gu Weiwei felt her forehead. “I really don’t need you to save me. If you don’t want to talk about 

business, then we have nothing to talk about.” 

If it were not for the fact that he had clues about He Linna, she would not want to talk with him for even 

a second. 

“Weiwei, maybe others are afraid of him, but I am not. I am the only one who can save you.” Anthony 

Gustav thought that she did not believe in his ability and anxiously explained to her. 

As far as he was concerned, she was a girl who was being forced by the wealthy Fu Hanzheng. 

Gu Weiwei gritted her teeth. “He Linna!” 

However, Anthony Gustav was totally immersed in his own theme and tried to persuade her. 

“Weiwei, you are so young, you should not lose your life to him. You deserve better.” 

Gu Weiwei had reached the limit of her patience. “Gustav, I don’t need your help. If you had not told me 

about He Linna, we would not have talked at all.” 

Anthony Gustav could tell that she was angry, so he sighed and gave up on trying to persuade her. 

Instead, he said, “He Linna is in my hands, are you willing to meet me?” 

Gu Weiwei stayed silent for a moment. “How do I know that you are telling the truth?” 

“She changed her name and snuck into Eastern Europe. My friends found her and delivered her to my 

place,” Anthony Gustav said. 

Gu Weiwei frowned in distress. He Linna had indeed gone abroad and disappeared, so what he said 

made sense. 

Hearing her silence, Anthony Gustav continued. 

“You want this person, don’t you?” 

“What are your conditions?” Gu Weiwei asked straightforwardly. 



Anthony Gustav said, “Meet me and I will give you the person you want.” 

Gu Weiwei asked, “Can we change the conditions?” 

Fu Hanzheng would become very jealous if she met him. 

“Apart from that, I have no other conditions that interest me,” Anthony Gustav said. 

He did not lack status or money, he just wanted to meet her. 

But after Fu Hanzheng showed up, he had not been able to properly see her. 

Although he had followed her to Hua Land, he still did not get to meet her and was even tormented by 

Fu Hanzheng. 

Therefore, he realized that it was not going to work if he just followed her to Hua Land. He had to find a 

way to create an opportunity for her to meet him. 

Chapter 757: Condition 2 

Gu Weiwei sighed helplessly. Fu Hanzheng would never allow her to meet Anthony Gustav. 

But He Linna was very important. 

“Gustav, my boyfriend will be very displeased if I meet you. You will be in trouble.” 

“I am not afraid of trouble,” Anthony Gustav said. 

If he was afraid of Fu Hanzheng, he would never end up contacting her again. 

“But because of the attack in Stockholm, I can’t leave Hua Land now, and I can’t meet you in private 

either.” Gu Weiwei tried to persuade Anthony Gustav to remove his conditions and give He Linna to her. 

Anthony Gustav thought for a while and said, “I can go to Hua Land in secret.” 

“Gustav, Fu Hanzheng and I are getting married, and it is useless for you to meet me. How many times 

do you want me to tell you?” Gu Weiwei confessed for the umpteenth time. 

Anthony Gustav did not take her words seriously at all and continued. 

“Weiwei, I told you that I am not a person who gives up easily. Maybe you will not choose me in the 

end, but if I have tried my best to pursue you, I can accept any result.” 

“...” Gu Weiwei sighed. 

This spoilt prince was determined to fight her wishes till death. 

It was obvious that she would not choose him, alright? If he had the time to argue with her, he might as 

well go after other girls. 

“You can decide where to meet me.” Anthony Gustav considered her situation and asked her to choose 

the location herself. 

Gu Weiwei thought for a while and said, “Send me He Linna’s picture first.” 



Anthony Gustave listened and said. 

“I am not there right now, I will send it to you in half an hour.” 

Gu Weiwei still asked what she was worried about, “How did you know that I was looking for her and 

how did you find her?” 

“It is just that my men noticed that you met the Li Family twice at the detention center. Oh yes, if I had 

not asked my men to cover for you, the Fu Family’s bodyguards would have found out about it.” 

Anthony Gustav did not forget to take the credit and continued speaking, “I just used some methods to 

get the surveillance records of that woman and her men. Now that I know the name He Linna, the rest is 

much easier.” 

Gu Weiwei sighed helplessly. She had to admit that this rich heir was not that stupid. 

“Then where and when are we meeting?” Anthony Gustav asked what he was concerned about. 

He knew that if he had asked her to meet him, she would have turned him down. 

So he spent a great deal of effort to find what she wanted and gave her a reason to meet him. 

Although meeting her would not change anything, it was a small improvement for him. 

“Is it really okay for you to meet someone’s fiancée like this?” Gu Weiwei asked. 

“In my eyes, you are just you, not his fiancée,” Anthony Gustav said firmly. 

Gu Weiwei had nothing to say. He was the first person to do such a thing. 

Hearing that she had not decided the meeting place and time, Anthony Gustav asked, “If it is not 

convenient for you to leave, I can arrange for someone to pick you up.” 

She had just been attacked in Stockholm and if she went out to meet him behind Fu Hanzheng’s back 

and ran into danger, she would have no one to protect her. 

“No thanks, I can go there by myself.” Gu Weiwei instantly turned him down. 

Anthony Gustav thought for a while and asked, instead of insisting on arranging for someone to pick her 

up, “Where should we meet?” 

“Barcelona,” Gu Weiwei said. 

Anthony Gustav asked curiously, “Barcelona?” 

He had thought that she would choose a country around Hua Land, but she instead chose Barcelona in 

Spain. 

“I can call you the day after tomorrow,” Gu Weiwei said hung up. 

Chapter 758: Jealousy 

The moment she ended the call with Anthony Gustav, Gu Weiwei made another call with Yuan Meng. 

“Found He Linna.” 



Yuan Meng was startled. “How did you find him? Uncle Fu again?” 

“It is not him,” Gu Weiwei said as she looked around. “It is Anthony Gustav. He has her.” 

“Oh my, Prince Anthony is quite persistent.” Yuan Meng teased her and asked, “Does he want you to 

meet him, before he gives her to you?” 

“Yes.” Gu Weiwei sighed. 

“So, are you going to meet Prince Anthony?” Yuan Meng jokingly asked. 

Gu Weiwei snorted. “Of course not, the day after tomorrow in Barcelona, you will dress up as me and 

take He Linna away from him.” 

She decided to say Barcelona because that place was closer to Yuan Meng. 

She had no intention of meeting him behind Fu Hanzheng’s back. 

Although it was not a big deal to meet him, she did not want Fu Hanzheng to feel uncomfortable. 

“What, are you afraid that Fu Hanzheng will get jealous if you go alone?” Yuan Meng revealed her 

worries. 

“Just go, no more nonsense.” Gu Weiwei was too lazy to answer her gossipy question. 

Yuan Meng said with a sneaky smile, “Don’t be so obedient. Jealousy is always fun between men and 

women. Just go.” 

“Didn’t you always want to meet Prince Anthony? Why are you trying to turn him down, when you have 

such a great opportunity?” Gu Weiwei snorted. 

Yuan Meng chuckled. “You know that I drool over his beauty. What if I fail to control myself and make 

Master a cuckold...” 

“Then bring him with you.” 

Gu Weiwei interrupted her. Yuan Meng was still a virgin when she met with her master, yet she kept 

saying that she had slept with so many men. 

Yuan Meng thought for a while and complained. 

“How am I supposed to dress up as you?” 

“It is not like you have never dressed up before, but now you are dressing up as a younger version of 

me,” Gu Weiwei said. 

When Yuan Meng was in the industry, she had to be able to disguise herself as someone else. In order 

not to attract too much attention, she often disguised herself as someone else to go out. 

“Can you be compared to before? You are shorter than me and your breasts are smaller than mine, how 

am I supposed to dress up?” Yuan Meng protested unhappily. 

Gu Weiwei gritted her teeth. “Are you going or not?” 



Yuan Meng said, “I am not trying to lecture you, but if you already have a man, you should pay more 

attention to your figure. Look at your flat body, Fu Hanzheng is still interested in you, so you should also 

increase your breasts, so that your man can benefit...” 

“Are you going or not? No more words!” Gu Weiwei asked furiously. 

They were talking about serious matters, why did they have to talk about breast sizes? 

Fu Hanzheng did not dislike her, so why should she change? 

“I’m going, I will go,” Yuan Meng quickly said. 

“I will give you his contact details and He Linna’s picture, dress up as me and stay low-profile, don’t 

reveal any flaws. Leave after you get her.” Gu Weiwei was worried, so she stressed the importance of 

the matter. 

“Okay, okay, okay,” Yuan Meng replied. 

“Also, don’t say anything bad to him or cause me any trouble.” Gu Weiwei added. 

If she pretended to be her and said something wrong, she would be in big trouble. 

“I can go, but I have conditions too.” Yuan Meng suggested after hearing what she said. 

Gu Weiwei gritted her teeth. “Speak.” 

“Since Master is coming with me, my son can only stay with you. He misses you so much these days,” 

Yuan Meng said. 

Gu Weiwei thought for a while and agreed. 

“Got it, get Master to send him over.” 

They were going to bring He Linna back, so it was not a good time for Yuan Bao to go with them. 

Chapter 759: Premarital Fear 

After the conversation with Yuan Meng, Yuan Shuo soon called and told her where Yuan Bao would be 

dropped off. 

After the two of them agreed, she saw that Fu Hanzheng was off work and called him. 

“Uncle Fu, I need to pick someone up, I will be home late.” 

Fu Hanzheng stayed silent for a moment and did not ask her who she was picking up. 

“Okay, be careful.” 

Seeing him hanging up the phone, Fu Shiqin looked at his brother curiously. 

“Brother, you and Sister-in-law are getting a little cold with one another these days. Have you reached 

the seven year itch[1] already, despite not even getting married yet?” 

Mu Weiwei had been busy with the promotional event for more than a month and although she was still 

at home, she still went out every other day. 



Also, she was not showing off her love to them. 

His brother had obviously answered her call, but he ended the call with just a few words. That was very 

strange. 

Fu Shiyi was sitting on the sofa with the tablet in his arms, looking at the performance data of the latest 

sports car. 

Due to the box office sales of Sleepless, he and his sister-in-law had made a fortune, so he was going to 

buy all the cars he had been reluctant to buy. 

Hearing Fu Shiqin’s words, he interrupted him. 

“Second Brother, are you stupid? What does this have to do with a seven-year itch? This is premarital 

phobia!” 

“What?” Fu Shiqin looked at the man on the sofa. 

Fu Shiyi put down the tablet, leaned against the sofa and said to his brothers, “Most people have 

premarital phobia before they get married, especially women. Our sister-in-law is only 20 years old and 

she is going to be dragged into the grave of marriage by our brother. Isn’t it normal to be frightened?” 

Having heard his brother’s words, Fu Shiqin turned to his elder brother, who had turned cold. 

“That is not possible.” 

“Our sister-in-law has been gone for a month and now she is not home either. She must not want to see 

our brother because of the phobia before the wedding.” Fu Shiyi analyzed confidently and did not notice 

that Fu Hanzheng looked very displeased. 

Fu Shiqin put down whatever he was doing and continued to lead him into the trap. 

“Is premarital phobia that scary?” 

“Of course not, it is possible that she’s just running away from the marriage.” Fu Shiyi thought for a 

while and said, “Our sister-in-law is young and pretty, and the man who is courting her is very 

handsome. Maybe she suddenly feels that it is not right to tie herself to our brother, it is normal for her 

to be confused.” 

Fu Hanzheng looked up at the man who kept talking. 

“Are you so free these days?” 

Fu Shiqin also found that it was strange for Fu Shiyi to be so free, now that Fu Hanzheng mentioned it. 

“Oh yes, didn’t you say that you rely on your looks to make a living? If you don’t take advantage of the 

fact that you are still good-looking to make money you’ll miss out. It would be inappropriate for you to 

stay at home these days, right?” 

After Sleepless, he had been so busy that he had not been home for months, but now he often stayed at 

home. 



Fu Shiyi chuckled. “I am not going to rely on my face to make a living, I am going to rely on my sister-in-

law!” 

Shiyi Culture had already made such a huge profit from the movie Sleepless, and he did not need to take 

on any other work. He just needed to wait for his sister-in-law to make another movie. 

If she made a movie, he would be so tired after having to work like a dog for a year. 

Fu Hanzheng said to Fu Shiqin, “Is the spokesperson confirmed yet?” 

Fu Shiqin said, “The Planning Department wants Song Yu, but he is not available these days.” 

Fu Hanzheng glanced at Fu Shiyi and said, “You go.” 

Hearing his words, Fu Shiyi did not object. He liked cars too. 

“Then if you ask my agent to sign the contract, I must be worth as much as Song Yu.” 

Fu Hanzheng ruthlessly said, “It’ll be for free.” 

[1] A supposed tendency to infidelity after seven years of marriage. He’s asking if they’ve already 

reached that stage where they want to cheat on one another. 

Chapter 760: Love 

“For free... free?” Fu Shiyi stood up in fury. Was he that worthless? 

He wanted him to do the commercial and he was supposed to do it for free?! 

Fu Shiqin said with a gloating smile, “Because it is an off-road car, the commercial is going to be filmed in 

the desert.” 

His brother must have been displeased with what he had said earlier. 

In this weather, if he went to the desert to shoot the commercial, he would be exposed to the heat and 

sun. 

“You two... you two!” Fu Shiyi pointed at his brothers, who had set him up, and became very annoyed. 

“You want me to die don’t you?! You want me to go to the desert for the commercial?” 

He was an actor, so he knew how much his face was worth. 

If he had to go to the desert to do free commercials, he would become a sunburnt, dehydrated 

skeleton! 

“As soon as possible.” Fu Hanzheng urged him. 

“You... you said that you need me to help you out and keep an eye on your love rival. When did I not 

help you? Can’t you be a bit more brotherly?” Fu Shiyi angrily asked him. 

Fu Hanzheng sounded cold. “If your surname was not Fu, do you think I would tolerate your nonsense?” 

He must have been too friendly to him these past few days because now he was saying that he had 

dragged Weiwei into the grave of marriage and hung her on his cross to die. 



“...” Fu Shiyi became frightened. 

Damn, what was Fu Shiqin talking about? Why did he have to lead him on? He had been tricked! 

Fearing that he would be included, Fu Shiqin changed the topic and asked, “Brother, is sister-in-law 

going to leave the Li Family alone?” 

She had already found out that the Li Family hired someone to kill her, but did not mention anything 

about it after she returned. 

With Li Jiacheng and Zhou Meiqin’s crimes, they would be sentenced to at most ten years in jail. But if 

this matter was added to the sentence, they would never be able to get out again. 

“She knows what she is doing.” Fu Hanzheng looked down at the files and spoke calmly. 

His girlfriend was not someone who liked everything being arranged for her, she had her own opinions. 

So when she wanted to make her own decisions, he always let her make them. 

“That shouldn’t be the case.” Fu Shiyi heard his words and turned to his brother. “Brother, are you no 

longer that interested in sister-in-law?” 

Based on what he knew about his brother, if his sister-in-law was involved in such a situation, he would 

definitely tear out the bones of the murderer. 

His brother was being so kind to the perpetrators in this matter. That was not his brother’s style at all. 

Fu Shiqin also threw a strange look at his brother. “That’s true, you two have stopped showing off your 

love for one another these days.” 

They had been home for a few days and yet he did not see the love at all. That was not logical. 

Fu Hanzheng looked up and glanced at the two brothers who were gossiping. 

“What does that have to do with you?” 

“We are just... concerned about you.” Fu Shiqin had been working with his brother all the time, so he 

understood what he was thinking. 

Fu Shiyi’s bad mouth had annoyed him, and if he kept gossiping, he would be in trouble too. 

Just when the atmosphere was getting bad, Gu Weiwei came home. 

Not only did she come back, but she also came back with Yuan Bao. 

Seeing Yuan Bao, Fu Shiyi and Fu Shiqin both gloated inwardly. 

His brother was just about to torment them, but now Yuan Bao was going to do the same to him. This 

was karma! 

Fu Hanzheng threw a look at her and then at the child she was holding. He frowned. 

“Yuan Shuo is busy, so I need to take care of him for a few days,” Gu Weiwei said with a dry smile. 



She knew that he and Yuan Bao were natural enemies, but she couldn’t just send the child to the old 

mansion for Mrs. Fu to take care of him. 

 


